C hina's rights defence movement has not long been a focus of attention, but its background, significance, and strategies, as well as key personalities and cases, have been analysed in an increasing number of articles. This article will mainly analyse how legal professionals in the rights defence movement use the Internet -in particular social media such as microblogs (weibo) -in various rights defence activities, as well as the influence that the Internet is likely to have on the movement.
The rise of the rights defence movement and its social factors
The year 2003 is generally regarded as a symbolic year for the rights defence movement (weiquan yundong sure of the true face of the SARS crisis,
(1) the death of a young university-educated designer, Sun Zhigang, in a Custody & Repatriation centre, the arrest of village financier Sun Dawu, (2) the Li Siyi incident, (3) the arrests of Internet activist Liu Di (4) and Internet essayist Du Daobin, (5) the participation of independent candidates in local-level people's congress elections, and other such public incidents attracted the participation of lawyers, scholars, journalists, and dissidents and had enormous social repercussions. At the end of 2003, scholars began to refer to 2003 as the year when China's "new civil rights movement" (minquan yundong e "rights defence movement" increasingly replaced "civil rights movement" and became a focus of analysis by foreign media and some China watchers. A seminal moment occurred at the end of 2005, when Yazhou Zhoukan made 14 "Chinese rights defence lawyers" its collective "persons of the year." (7) The rights defence movement has overlap and affiliation with the dissident movement and the democracy movement (minzhu yundong na, rights defence activities are drawing ever closer to the democracy movement, the two combined constituting a powerful force promoting political reform." The Internet has made communications between various intellectuals and activists extremely frequent and convenient. The identities of rights defenders and democracy activists are increasingly merging and overlapping. The consensus among the various parties is progressively enlarging, and they are jointly participating in an ever greater number of activities. Although the rights defence movement and democracy movement have different emphases, a trend of mutual support, cooperation, and collaboration has emerged.
The main social factors in the rise of China's rights defence movement are as follows:
(a) Development of the legal system and legal profession. After the Cultural Revolution ended, China's legal system embarked on a difficult resurrection process. In particular, the introduction of the Administrative Procedure Law (1989) , the introduction and refinement of the Criminal Procedure Law (1979, 1997) , the restoration of the legal profession through the introduction of the Law on Judges (1995), Law on Procurators (1995) , and Law on Lawyers (1996) , and the implementation of nationally unified judicial examinations provided legal and litigative channels for defending civil rights, as well as the embryo of a legal professional community. At the same time, traditional ideological discourse ("class struggle," "Cultural Revolution") had to be abandoned, and the authorities moved toward a new ideological discourse and strategy exemplified by "reform and opening," "ruling the country in accordance with law" (yifa zhiguo formally joined the Worldwide Web in 1994, and by the end of 1996, there were 200,000 Internet users in China. The rights defence movement's signal year, 2003, was also known as the year of "Internet discussion" as China's netizens became aware of their power to change the course of events through the Internet. (22) The statistics at the end of 2003 were: 79,500,000 netizens in China; 30,890,000 computers connected to the Internet; and 596,000 websites with a .cn registration. The number of people online at the end of 2004, 2006, 2008 , and 2010 reached 94 million, 137 million, 298 million, and 457 million, respectively. As of the end of June 2012, 539 million Chinese were online, with the Internet accessible to 39.9 percent of the population, and 388 million Chinese accessed the Internet through cell phones, for the first time exceeding the number using computers, 380 million. The number of people with immediate communication access has reached 445 million, and 251 million Chinese access social media websites. China's netizens spend an average of 19.9 hours online every week. (23) The "Web 2.0" concept that emerged in 2004 quickly spread to China. Characterised by user sharing, information gathering, the assembling of social groups around points of interest, and user-to-user interaction, it has turned Internet users from browsers to creators of online content. Web 2.0 products include Skype, Twitter, Wiki, Facebook, Youtube, Flickr, QQ, MSN, Renren, and microblogs, among others. (24) The interactive nature of Web 2.0 and its rapid transmission and transparency of information, supported by the simultaneous development of cellular phones and other such technologies, greatly facilitated the organisation of social movements. In this way, Web 2.0 changed the face of social movements and became an effective tool for promoting democracy on the global scale.
In March 2006, Twitter burst onto the scene, pulling everyone into the world of microblogs (weibo). Twitter was imitated by Chinese enterprises, with the May 2007 establishment of Twitter clone Fanfou launching China's weibo era. Other clones called Jiwai, Zuosha ("Wassup?"), and Tencent followed in close succession. Another large batch of microblogging sites, including Digu, Jishike, Fexion, 9991 Microblog, Tongxue, and Follow5, went online in 2009. The Sina microblog website went live in August 2009 and quickly became China's most influential microblogging site. With the establishment of aggregate gateway microblogs (t.163, Tencent, and Sohu microblogs going online in January, March, and April 2010 respectively), vertical gateway microblogs, news microblogs, e-commerce microblogs, SNS microblogs, and independent microblog websites, China formally entered the weibo era. (25) Technical features made it impossible for the Chinese government to directly delete Twitter feeds. This made Twitter enormously effective for reporting sudden hotspot events and sensitive incidents, and inevitably attracted large numbers of rights defenders, citizen journalists, independent writers, and liberal-minded netizens. The day after the July 5 disturbances in Urumqi in 2009, Twitter was blocked off. (Facebook was blocked on July 7.) Even so, some Chinese account-holders accessed Twitter through various methods such as API proxies Twip and Tweetr, third-party platforms or software such as Dabr and Twitese, or firewall-circumventing proxies such as Freegate, Ultrasurf, or VPN. (26) Although only a small number of people actively use Twitter in China, it is widely used by rights defence lawyers, citizen journalists, and other activists determined to preserve their freedom of expression. Some Twitter users encourage others to register and use microblogs inside China, because these have more traffic. Other Twitter users promote proxies and Twitter, because these platforms provide access to large amounts of information that is censored in China.
China's microblog and cellular telephone usage has developed at lightning speed. As of the end of March 2012, the Tencent, Sina, and t.163 microblogs had 425 million, 324 million, and 120 million registered users respectively. (27) By May 2012, Sina microblogs sent out an average of more than 100 million content items per day, with average online access of around 60 minutes. (28) At the end of February 2012, China had 1.007 billion cell phone users, among whom 3G account-holders numbered 144 million and rising. (29) As of the end of June 2012, people blogging from their cell phones numbered 170 million, with a usage rate of 43.8 percent among people who access the Internet through their cell phones. (30) "The combined use of microblogs and cell phones is an extension of online interactive behaviour that allows netizens to maintain a shifting linearity. More crucially, microblog users can draw on cell phone media to become spot news reporters, indirectly and rapidly reporting events as they happen." (31) 
Individual rights defence: In the courtroom and on the Internet
The typical work of rights defence lawyers is advocacy. Gaining familiarity with the law, investigating evidence, and fighting for the rights of litigants have therefore become the fundamental tasks of rights defence work. This alone does not constitute a rights defence movement, however. The greatest problem of China's judicial system is that the judiciary is not independent and there is no effective supervision of the unlawful activities of public security organs, procuratorates, and courts. In almost all human rights cases, "judges don't pass judgment, and those who pass judgment don't appear at trial"; trials are mere window-dressing, and the actual power to adjudicate lies outside of the courtroom. Due to the central-regional government dynamic in China's post-totalitarian system, the desire of local officials to minimise unrest during the current emphasis on stability preservation, (32) and public opinion becoming a consideration in the handling of crises or sensi- tive incidents, rights defenders try to use the media to influence the judicial outcomes of certain cases. (33) Given the lack of judicial and media independence, a very complex relationship has emerged between the judiciary and popular will. Regarding certain hot-button issues, rights defenders have used the Internet to exert the pressure of public opinion in a way that has increased the cost of judicial injustice. Without constant public monitoring and efforts through the Internet, some cases would end up with defendants being framed, or with the judiciary acting in a peremptory or evasive manner. Concern over individual cases; open letters, petitions, and Internet postings; and rights defence actions by lawyers, journalists, and intellectuals have combined to give rise to an increasingly law-conscious and publicspirited populace. (34) Liu Xiaobo believes that non-violent rights defence campaigns "put freedom into practice through the use of enlightened thought, expression, and rights defence activities in the details of daily life; and especially through the sustained accumulation of individual rights defence cases, they build up a sense of morality and justice, organisational resources, and tactical experience among the people." (35) Trainee lawyer Wang Daogang was detained over the matter of a 3,000 yuan lawyer's fee. In March 2012, lawyer Cheng Hai posted the indictment and defence statements for the case on a microblog. Once the prosecution learned of this, it posted its own "factual basis" and "legal basis" on the Internet. After studying the case, some lawyers felt that Wang's action did not constitute a crime but only a disciplinary infraction, and they suggested that a professional grudge might be behind the case. Lawyer Liu Yang then took the lead in publishing online an "Urgent Appeal Demanding that the Haidian District People's Court Declare Trainee Lawyer Wang Daogang Not Guilty," which was signed by 118 lawyers. Soon afterward, the procuratorate withdrew the charges. (36) This case is an example of how once a case becomes public on the Internet and brings pressure to bear, officials are compelled to respond in some way, and sometimes will compromise.
Following the Sun Zhigang case, public attention on the Internet has resulted in changes to some decisions. For example, in the cases of Sun Dawu, Deng Yujiao, (37) Cui Yingjie, (38) Xu Ting, (39) the Chongqing Nail House, (40) Li Zhuang, (41) Guo Baofeng, Wu Ying, (42) and the "five Guangzhou gentlemen holding placards," (43) it can be said with certainty that without the attention brought to the cases on the Internet, the fates of the persons concerned would have been quite different. Rights defence in these cases led to the emergence of some enthusiastic and appealing human rights lawyers, as well as many outstanding grass roots rights defence activists and citizen journalists. In addition, interaction with members of the public and constant contact and collaboration gave rise to an informal circle of rights defenders and increased organisational abilities in rights defence campaigns. The noteworthy "legal team" phenomenon emerged and became apparent against this background. The development of the Internet, in particular the social media, greatly accelerated the emergence of teamwork by lawyers.
The cases of Cai Zhuohua, (44) Dongyang's Huashui Village, (45) the Three Grades of Servants church, (46) Taishi Village, (47) Chen Guangcheng, Wang Bo (a case of religious freedom for Falun Gong), and the melamine-tainted milk powder scandal all involved collective participation by multiple lawyers. In early 2007, a coalition of Christian rights defence lawyers was established. Once microblogs became an important medium for communication, linkups, cooperation, and the development of collective action among lawyers became even easier and more cost-effective. Guangdong-based Southern Exposure magazine perceptively noted the social significance of these legal teams, and referred to 2011 as the year of collective legal action: "If it is said that the legal teams in the Li Zhuang case and Beihai case were examples of a professional community pulling together, then the legal teams in the subsequent Suzhou 'Changshu six youths' case and Guizhou 'Li Qing-32 c h i n a p e r s p e c t i v e s • N o . 2 0 1 2 / 3 33. For the relationship between the rights defence movement and the media, and the media strategies employed, see Teng Biao, "Gongmin weiquan yu shehui zhuangxing" (Popular rights defence and social transformation), HRIC Biweekly, 4 July 2010. 41. On 9 February 2010, Li Zhuang, a lawyer for one of the defendants in the Chongqing organised crime crackdown, was convicted by the Chongqing Intermediate Court of fabricating evidence and impairing testimony, and was sentenced to one year and six months in prison. Upon completing his prison term, Li was indicted once again for "crimes of omission" and was escorted to the procuratorate for examination. After strong protests from lawyers, scholars, and others, the procuratorate withdrew the charges after the trial commenced.
42. In January 2012, a private entrepreneur, Wu Ying, was sentenced to death for fraud by the Zhejiang Provincial High Court. After the case raised enormous public concern, the Supreme Court sent the case back for retrial, and on 21 May of the same year, Wu Ying was handed a suspended death sentence.
43. On 30 March 2012, a dozen Guangzhou-based democracy and rights defence activists held up placards in Guangzhou's pedestrian walkways demanding that the government push forward political reform. Five of them, Ou Ronggui, Xiao Yong, Huang Wenxun, Yang Chong, and Luo Shouheng, were subsequently placed in criminal detention for "unlawful assembly, demonstration, and protest." All five were released after support for them was raised on the Internet.
44. In 2005, Cai Zhuohua, an evangelist at a Beijing house church, was arrested for printing Bibles to distribute to Christians in impoverished regions. More than a year later, he was sentenced to three years in prison for "operating an illegal business," and his wife likewise received a two-year prison sentence. hong mafia case' demonstrated the extension of common cause-type legal teams to other kinds of cases." (48) In the example of the Guizhou Li Qinghong mafia case, more than 100 lawyers were involved at various times, and a good portion of them were lawyers who enjoyed considerable influence through their microblogs. Lawyers used microblogs to post news about the case, to accuse prosecutors and judges of procedural violations, to expose the extortion of confessions from their clients through torture, to expose how their clients had been intimidated into dismissing legal counsel, to post open petition letters, and to appeal for other lawyers to join in. Apart from defence lawyers, some other lawyers and scholars came forward to attend the trial, or to investigate or lend moral support, and many netizens followed, discussed, and forwarded the postings, maintaining sustained Internet traffic on an unprecedented scale.
Translator

The "surrounding gaze": The Internet and rights defence outside the courtroom
Apart from teaming up on cases, rights defence activists committed to the concept of rule of law attempt to promote it at an even deeper level. In this connection, the term weiguan ( This statement provoked a negative response in the legal profession. Although the effort to promote democracy in the Lawyers' Association was not successful, it had enormous influence and considerable historical significance. (56) There are indications that the suspension of licenses and non-renewal of registration of some lawyers (such as Yang Huiwen, Wen Haibo, Chang Lihui, Tang Jitian, Tong Chaoping, and Jiang Tianyong) over the following two years was retaliation by the Justice Bureau and the Beijing Lawyers' Association.
Activating the Constitution
In May 2003, He Weifang, Xiao Han, and three other scholars sent a letter to the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress requesting a special investigation into implementation of the Custody & Repatriation system since the death of Sun Zhigang. This was an attempt to activate the long-dormant Article 71 (1) of the PRC Constitution, which states: "The National People's Congress and its Standing Committee may, when they deem it necessary, appoint committees of inquiry into specific questions and adopt relevant resolutions in the light of their reports." Requesting that the government disclose certain information in accordance with the "Regulation on the Disclosure of Government Information" is another typical example of attempting to activate existing laws in order to promote systemic change. In 2009, Beijing lawyer Yang Huiwen filed a request for information with all 73 departments under the Beijing municipal government, requiring disclosure of "the specifics of official vehicle use, reception of guests with public funds, and the financial administration of public funds leaving China; the circumstances of execution of the annual budget, departmental budget data, and policy-making processes," etc., but received only two complete replies. (57)
Strolling and "surrounding gaze"
The 2007 Xiamen PX incident (58) took on symbolic significance by endowing the term "strolling" with a completely new connotation. A series of subsequent public incidents (the Three Fujianese Netizens, the Yihuang demolition and removal, (59) the Zhao Lianhai case, (60) the Panyu refuse incinerator, (61) etc.) likewise brought the phrase weiguan -"surrounding gaze" -to the fore. In the writings of Lu Xun, weiguan has a bleak and negative connotation. "However, the citizens' weiguan spurred by microblogs has clearly redefined the term, making it a synonym for active participation. The arrival of the microblog marks an epoch during which weiguan has been elevated to a new historic height." (62) The Open Constitution Initiative (Gongmeng) and Dr. Xu Zhiyong have long been concerned with the rights of petitioners, and repeatedly organised weiguan events at so-called "black prisons," (63) on a number of occasions bringing about the rescue of some petitioners. This kind of "surrounding gaze" uses the Internet to organise citizen volunteers and devise tactical strategies, while coordinating online and offline activities through microblogs and Twitter. (64) On 16 June 2010, the day of the Dragon Boat Festival, netizens organised a "summer evening party" in support of rights defender Ni Yulan. When the police detained Ni Yulan, netizens set up tents at the entrance to the detention centre in protest, and when the police drove them off, they took to the streets.
The case of the Three Fujianese Netizens (65) added another thick dossier to the history of weiguan. When the trial opened at the Mawei District People's Court on 16 April 2010, hundreds of netizens from all over China sent out messages of support at a pre-arranged time and reported on the situation through Twitter. Although many participated in the weiguan event, they created a moving spectacle of peace, restraint, and order, and left behind a series of essays, videos, and analyses that captured the attention of observers. Commentators noted, "The Fujian weiguan incident did not arise spontaneously out of thin air, but in fact was the inevitable result of the development of China's civil society over the course of several years." (66) "This mass weiguan was the culmination of years of struggle, and it will continue; it is completely different from the Xiamen PX incident and has greater value and significance." (67) One important difference is that the focus of this "surrounding gaze" was the freedom of expression guaranteed in the Constitution, rather than personal interests or an environmental issue.
NGOs
Many rights defence activities require a great deal of day-to-day, trivial work; they require the coordinated action and substantial human and financial resources that only a non-governmental organisation (NGO) can provide. For example, there is the Aizhixing Institute, which focuses on AIDS and public health; the Shenzhen Equity & Justice Initiative, which focuses on involuntary psychiatric treatment; the Beijing Yirenping Centre, which focuses on equal rights; the Transition Institute (Zhuanzhixing), which focuses on professional monopolies, tax reform, and research on social transformation; the Open Constitution Initiative (Gongmeng campaigning activities still had historical significance by displaying the power of ordinary citizens. (69)
Recall movements
In April 2003, nearly 10,000 villagers from several towns under the jurisdiction of Fujian's Fu'an City signed a joint petition demanding the recall of Fu'an's mayor. This was the first recall petition for a mayor since 1949, and it was soon followed by similar petitions in Fujian's Minhou County and 
Non-violent non-cooperation and civil disobedience
A typical example of "non-violent non-cooperation" was the "take back the vote campaign" launched by Tang Jingling and others in 2006. The campaign called for citizens to use various means of expressing their refusal to participate or vote in elections as a boycott of manipulated and sham elections. This seems antithetical to independent participation in elections, but its social significance achieves the same end through different means. (72) Other examples of non-cooperation campaigns include joint statements rejecting CCTV and other official media, (73) publicly refusing to subscribe to official newspapers, refusing to provide service, (74) uninstalling software that helps the government monitor and control information, refusing to use Yahoo! email following the arrest of Shi Tao, (75) and refusing to join or announcing withdrawal from Party organisations, writer's associations, and other official organs.
Civil disobedience is when citizens follow their conscience by using nonviolent methods to openly defy laws, willingly bearing the consequences to appeal to the public's sense of justice. Theorists are divided over whether or not civil disobedience is appropriate to non-democratic regimes. Although it is hard to identify influential classic examples of civil disobedience in China, (76) cases of a similar nature can be cited. One example is Christian house churches refusing to register with the government and carrying out worship activities in public. (77) Another example is Yang Zhizhu's open vio-lation of China's family planning policies with an out-of-plan baby. (78) There is also Beijing residents' intentional violation of bans on setting off firecrackers during the Spring Festival, or lawyer Li Subin's defiance of a ban on driving cars with less-than-1.0-liter engine displacement along Chang'an Avenue. (79) There are many other types of rights defence, for instance sit-ins, relay hunger strikes, labour strikes, carrying placards on streets, citizen investigation teams, lobbying for legislation and policies, satirical skits, street performance art, creation and performance of songs, Internet boycotts, (80) applications for demonstration permits, cartoons, graffiti, popular opinion awards, debates, documentary films, (81) large-scale dinner parties, (82) etc. Some more extreme methods include self-immolation, hunger strikes, selfmutilation, self-confinement, and self-abasement, but because these are 73. In 2009, Ling Cangzhou and others issued open letters entitled "Boycott CCTV, refuse brain-washing" and "Farewell, propaganda and lies," the latter of which enumerated ten practical methods for boycotting official media and rejecting falsehood, including: no longer subscribing to or purchasing publications that published inaccurate reports or covered up major incidents, and to communicate protest to these media via telephone, fax, email, blogs, discussion forums, or text messaging; to the greatest extent possible, patronizing online news services, listservs, and e-trade that provided relatively objective and comprehensive coverage with a lesser degree of screening; and refusing to accept invitations or interviews from news media that provided inaccurate reporting or that covered up major incidents. See Radio Free Asia, "Ling Canzhou deng 28 ren fabiao 'Zaijian! Xuanchuan yu huangyan' gongkaixin" controversial and present particular difficulties, they have not been widely used.
Online rights defence campaigns
As soon as the Internet entered China, ordinary citizens began using it to fight for their rights. Huang Qi, who was imprisoned in 2000 after establishing the Tianwang website in 1999, launched numerous human rights efforts through the Internet. From creating websites, discussion forums, bulletin boards, and blogs to the use of Twitter and microblogs, rights defenders have remained at the forefront of learning and using the latest networking technology, putting China on the road to technological empowerment.
The interactivity, openness, grassroots appeal, and immediacy of Web2.0 technology have created new modes for social movements. Online social movements can be multi-hubbed, random, boundary-straddling, and virtual. Any given networking module, website, or web page can become the hub of a campaign. A casually transmitted item of information can launch a collective netizen movement. The initiator of a campaign can conceal his or her true identity. At the same time, however, online social movements can also be planned, normative (through fixed network positions), and localised, and a great deal of information can be released through identifiable entities. (83) The abundance and diversity of online rights defence activities have propelled both the breadth and depth of development of China's rights defence movement.
Online petitions
It used to be that the cost of organising open letters was very high, while the channels for issuing them were narrow and the range of recipients very limited. The Internet age has made the organisation of open letters much more convenient, while also reducing the cost. Blogs, email, listservs, Skype, qq, MSN, Twitter, and microblogs can all be used to organise and issue open letters, and websites have been established specifically for signature campaigns. Many open letters were issued during rescue efforts for Du Daobin, with more than 1,600 signatures gathered in a short amount of time. It was during the signature campaigns surrounding this incident that "there emerged an unusual convergence of intellectuals from both within and outside the system." (84) In the Gan Jinhua case, (85) 300 signatures were gathered, including those of many lawyers and legal scholars. In the Wu Changlong injustice case, (86) the first round of campaigning garnered 1,252 signatures. Following the Li Wangyang incident, round after round of signature campaigns proliferated, along with the creation of websites specifically for collecting signatures and related articles and publicising the progress of the campaign. (87) It can be anticipated that an increasing number of online signature campaigns will arise in response to specific cases or incidents.
Online rescue
On 16 July 2009, Twitter account holder Guo Baofeng (amoiist) was detained by the Mawei police after disseminating information on a case of injustice through the Internet. While police officers were asleep, he issued a rescue appeal through Twitter. This incited the indignation and sympathy of his Twitter followers, who the next morning voiced their protest through a relay tweet: "Guo Baofeng, your mother is calling you home for dinner!"
A posting with similar wording had just become a hot topic on Baidu's World of Warcraft (Moshou) discussion forum, and now became miraculously associated with Guo Baofeng's personal circumstances. After that, news about Guo was promptly published through Twitter, and followers immediately launched offline rescue activities such as postcard mailing campaigns. On 31 July, Guo Baofeng was released. (88) The Chen Guangcheng, Ai Weiwei, and Gongmeng-Xu Zhiyong cases also engendered impressive Internet rescue campaigns involving massive quantities of articles, photos, postings, cartoons, and videos on Twitter, microblogs, and Facebook.
"Emblem campaigns"
When Liu Xiaobo was on trial, many netizens launched "yellow ribbon campaigns" by adding a yellow ribbon symbolising "thoughts and prayers for your safe return" on their Twitter and microblog banners. Many members of the public who gathered outside the court to demonstrate their support for Liu also wore yellow ribbons or tied them to the railings outside the court. In other cases, large numbers of netizens have placed images of the person they're concerned about on their microblog, QQ, or Twitter banner -for example, photos of Chen Guangcheng, "Pearl" He Peirong, or Li Wangyang. In the course of its long involvement in rights defence campaigns, Gongmeng appealed on its website for unified use of "citizen" symbols. In addition, symbols such as the "Grass Mud Horse" or "River Crab," and texts created by netizens, have been used for the purposes of protest, satire, or deconstruction. (89) I refer to this phenomenon as "emblem campaigns." These symbols are very eye-catching, and through shared symbol tagging, netizens can recognise the like-minded among them, promoting a psychological identity among participants in social movements and building up a formidable momentum for protest. It likewise facilitates offline contact and campaign coordination. 
Online publications
The Chinese government strictly prohibits privately-published newspapers. In terms of the Internet, however, there is no longer any genuine technical barrier to private publication. A typical example is Yibao ("One Man's Paper," www.1bao.org), published by Zhai Minglei. In addition, the Internet has many "personal newspaper services" such as Paper.li, which aggregate and filter news from social networks such as Twitter and Facebook, and then turn the content into an online daily.
Flash mobs
The flash mob is a phenomenon in which a group of people gathers at a time and place arranged in advance through the Internet or text messaging, then carries out a designated action (such as applauding or shouting slogans) before disappearing in an instant. An unsuccessful "Free Chen Guangcheng Beijing flash mob" was organised in April 2010. A more recent action occurred at 9:00 p.m. on 10 May 2012, when a huge number of postings supporting You Minglei simultaneously appeared on all of the major microblogs. (90) 
Human flesh search engines and name lists
Although human flesh search engines have been confronted by a number of legal and ethical controversies, carrying out searches to identify perpe-trators continues to draw the support of netizens on certain hot-button issues. Some more recent examples include the forced abortion case in Ankang, Shaanxi Province, (91) and a protest regarding a molybdenum-copper project in Shifang County, Sichuan Province. (92) Netizens tracked down a head nurse involved in the first case, and a "fat policeman" who had been responsible for beatings in the second case.
Ai Weiwei carried out a citizen's investigation to identify child victims of the 2008 Sichuan earthquake. He was able to identify 5,212 young victims, and listed their names on the Internet, as well as memorialising them on their birthdays. In 2010, he similarly launched an investigation to identify the victims of a massive fire in Shanghai's Jing'an District. After a major fire in Tianjin's Ji County in June 2012, someone used Google Docs in an attempt to challenge the officially published name list. Some rights defenders have also used Internet technology to compile name lists of polit- ical prisoners. (93) Special websites and Twitter accounts have been set up to collect name lists of evildoers, and to collect information on secret police, procurators, and judges involved in persecuting prisoners of conscience. Apart from the afore-mentioned forms, there are also online ballots, video conferencing, online seminars, Internet publications, etc.; it could be said that not a day passes without a new method of online social movements being created. What should be noted is that these various online and offline rights defence campaigns are seldom used in isolation, but are more typically used in combination. The Qiu Qingfeng incident in 2000 is believed to be "China's first protest using a combination of online and offline methods." (94) The 2003 Li Siyi incident resulted in a flood of essays, songs, and reports; a memorial website was established through which people could offer flowers and songs, light candles and incense, and perform libations, and Ren Bumei, Wen Kejian, and Qin Geng took part in a relay hunger strike. (95) Another example of a successful rights defence case is Feng Zhenghu's struggle in 2009 for his right to return to his country. Feng received online and offline support through in-kind donations, text messages, and direct twitter messages. (96) The melamine milk powder contamination incident drew inter alia open letters, the organisation of meetings of the parents of victims, paid advertisements in Southern Weekend, the organisation of a legal team and legal aid for lawsuits, media and Internet mobilisation, the filing of lawsuits in Hong Kong, negotiations with the factory owners, banners in the streets, and academic symposia. (97) The campaign to rescue Chen Guangcheng adopted an even richer array of activities: protests outside court, letter-writing campaigns, sending milk powder and school supplies to Chen's children, visits, setting off fireworks and releasing balloons, altering Twitter or microblog banners, wearing "Guangcheng shirts," Guangcheng bumper stickers, the production of videos and documentaries, people's awards, telephoning local government officials to protest and posting the audio recording on the Internet, street performance art, taking pictures of dark glasses and posting the photos on the Internet, setting up special websites, circulating open letters, disseminating leaflets, posting online advertisements for marriage partners, (98) and other examples too numerous to list here.
Rights defence campaigns constantly intersect and coordinate online and offline. This is sometimes referred to as the "three-dimensional rights defence model […] flexibly integrating seven key elements: domestic media reports, on-site guidance, investigation and analysis, court litigation support, consolidation of public opinion through the Internet, proposals for systemic reform, and monitoring by the international community (through international media and international relations).
[…] It combines systematic reform campaigns with unsystematic social movements." (99) 
Conclusion
An authority on social movements, Charles Tilly, believes that social movements have three key elements: 1) campaigns: "A sustained, organised public effort making collective claims on target authorities"; 2) social movement repertoire defined as the "Employment of combinations from among the following forms of political action: Creation of special-purpose associations and coalitions, public meetings, solemn processions, vigils, rallies, demonstrations, petition drives, statements to and in public media, and pamphleteering"; 3) so-called "WUNC displays": an acronym for "participants' concerted public representation of […] worthiness, unity, numbers, and commitments on the part of themselves and/or their constituencies". (100) Viewed from this angle, China's rights defence movement qualifies as a social movement in progress. Some researchers describe and analyse the rights defence movement under the framework of social movements. For example, Li Fan believes that modern China's "freedom and civil rights movement" has the following characteristics: demanding clear objectives of social liberty and the safeguarding of rights and interests; sustained posting of these demands in one locality after another throughout China; organisation and interaction between different groups is limited but emerging; and the methods for expressing demands is diverse and constantly growing. (101) This movement has not reached the stage of "possessing a unified comprehensive organisational hub, but is scattered and spontaneous, able to arise and die out at a moment's notice, but also able to be revived at a moment's notice. Overall, it embodies a state of continuous development." (102) China's rights defence movement has its own unique aspects: 1) A low level of organisation. The rights defence movement has multiple hubs and a low level of organisation. NGOs are not the mainstream, and the movement is subject to enormous constraints. There exist some informal organisations, for example regular or irregular gatherings of civil society activists, and legal teams that cooperate when the opportunity arises, form around cases, and then dissolve after a case is finished. This is mainly for the purpose of reducing risk in an atmosphere of intense political pressure. 2) Multilevel appeals. There is the safeguarding of lawful rights and interests in individual cases, the promotion of changes to a law or policy, the defence of freedom of expression or worship and other such constitutional rights, and the kind of demand for systemic political reform seen in Charter '08. Opinions still diverge within the rights defence movement regarding appeals for political reform and over whether the rights defence movement needs to become politicised. 3) Multilevel actions. Some rights defence actions are very modest: a microblog exposing an environmental pollution problem, a small-scale petition, a research report or a symposium. Some are extremely radical, such as self-immolation or hunger strikes. Opinions continue to diverge over whether it is right to stage a hunger strike, "take to the streets," or publicly defend Falun Gong. As to the "full use" of legal space, it can in fact serve the purpose of safeguarding justice in individual cases or improving particular provisions of bad law, but is it possible through this method to turn China into a constitutional state? Will demanding that the government observe its laws be enough to achieve civil liberty and then move toward democratisation? The avoidance of organisation can in fact reduce (though not eliminate) risk, but without organisation, can the rights defence movement become a high-quality, effective social movement? Might a rights defence movement shackled by "legalisation of political issues and specialisation of legal issues" end up binding itself hand and foot? Can rights defence pick and choose, refusing to take on the most sensitive cases and topics?
These controversies began as early as 2005, when lawyer Gao Zhisheng wrote his open letter on the persecution of Falun Gong practitioners, (103) and they remain current today. In a 2006 essay, Gao argued that the rights defence movement should "become non-violent, politicised, and organised, and should take to the streets." Microblog discussions over the need for a more organised rights defence movement following Sichuan's Shifang incident and Fujian's Qidong Incident show that the debate continues. (104) The omnidirectional influence new networking technologies have had on the rights defence movement may eventually result in new conclusions.
The core of the movement is human activity. The enhancement of transportation and communication has clearly extended the scope of activities and the capacity for association, which in turn has had a marked effect on social mobilisation and collective action. One example is that petitioning becoming a social issue in the 1990s due in part to improved rail speeds and the construction of many expressways. (105) According to Marshall McLuhan, the media are "extensions of man." (106) The influence of the Internet on the media can be seen in these new phrases: we media; public media; republic media, social media, participatory media, collaborative media, common-shared media, etc. (107) The new media have in fact transformed the traditional meaning of space and time. Manuel Castells points out that the world has shifted from a "space of places" to a "space of flows," and that the space of flows in information society is allocative; a person's social function is basically organised within this space of flows. (108) According to Paul Virilio, what we call the world no longer refers to geographic expanse, but rather to "a temporal distance constantly being decreased by our transportation, transmission, and tele-action capacities." (109) In the Information Age, a person can become an operative (such as a participant in a social movement) even when physically absent; complete in advance an action that will be required at some future time; (110) exert power through anonymous means; and influence actual social incidents from a virtual space. The cost and risk of participating in movements has been greatly reduced, and an accumulation of "micro-dynamics" can wield outstanding power. "Speaking only of the individual netizen, his every strike on the keyboard, every reply, comment, or forwarding of a posting seems so small that its effects can be overlooked. When he does this, he may not know where his comrades and companions are. But when these apparently impotent and isolated actions come together, a lone clap becomes an ovation, a small crowd expands to a mass, and strangers are assembled into a resonant action group." (111) This is also the reason why civil action has become increasingly dynamic, even though the government has been unceasing in its suppression of the rights defence movement.
The quandary of "systematisation" seems to have become a bottleneck in the rights defence movement. Even so, BBS, Twitter, Skype, email, mail list, QQ, QQ groups, microblogs, blogs, microblog groups, etc., as well as the increasing popularisation of cellular phones, have allowed for the synchronised dissemination of information, immediate group contact, and multiparty online interaction, and thus have greatly changed the face of interpersonal exchanges and alliances. New Internet technology also has the capacity to assemble information into types, as well as assembling people with the same convictions, greatly facilitating the mobilisation of public opinion and social mobilisation, and leading to the emergence of new types of associative formations, such as virtual associations and online communities, which to a certain extent can break through prohibitions on "banned associations." "Virtual associations," "online communities," "informal organisations," "covert organisations," "temporary organisations" -whatever name they go by, these "quasi-organisations" have already become a social reality. Constant exchanges between individuals with shared concerns and viewpoints in virtual space have also made offline face-to-face exchanges and gatherings a matter of course. It is through this practice that citizens' self-organisational capacities can gradually take shape and improve. This is what Clay Shirky refers to as "organizing without organizations," (112) and Sidney Tarrow believes, "It was not so much these formal organizations, but the informal social networks that lay at their heart and the informal connective structures among them that were potential centers of collective action... Less easily infiltrated by the police than formal associations and less subject to factionalization, informal networks had advantages during a time when governments were becoming increasingly wary of combination." (113) Before and even since the rise of the rights defence movement's, people have not abandoned efforts toward organised protest, as illustrated by the creation of political parties such as the Chinese Liberal Democratic Party, the Chinese Workers' Rights Protection Alliance, and the China Democracy Party, and groups such as the Tiananmen Mothers, the Pan-Blue Alliance, the Chinese Independent PEN Centre, the Guizhou human rights seminars, various house-churches, and the Open Constitution Initiative. Nevertheless, mobilisation and organisation in the Internet Age allow for collective action and social movements without organisational structure, charters, or fixed membership, without leaders and without advance planning. The traditional concept of organisation is increasingly subverted by Internet technology and actual practice.
To a certain extent, therefore, the Internet has broken down a number of traditional dichotomies: information disseminators vs information recipients; official media vs popular media; domestic media vs foreign media; domestic vs foreign; on-site vs off-site; organised vs individual; elite vs grassroots; public domain vs private domain; traditional activity vs virtual activity; and even political vs apolitical; online vs offline; and the powerful vs the powerless. Havel said that that living in truth is the "power of the powerless"; (114) networking technology is likewise the power of the powerless. The Internet has become "liberation technology" (115) due to Web 2.0 social movements' gradual subversion of existing associative power structures. (116) Under a political structure with freedom of expression and association, civil society "first located breaches through the Internet, and once the Internet set down roots, brought about spontaneous alliances in the virtual world. Civic collective movements then progressively infiltrated, influenced, pushed forward, and altered reality. Civic collective movements in China were once unimaginable, but with the help of the Internet and public opinion forums driven by the Internet, they have become a reality, and are creating one miracle after another in China's public life." (117) China's rights defence movement has achieved much in the space of just ten years. Landmarks include: the Sun Zhigang incident, the Taishi Village incident, the Chen Guangcheng incident, the Xiamen PX incident, Charter '08, Ai Weiwei's Sichuan earthquake investigation, the Guizhou human rights seminars, Huang Qi's 6.4 Tianwang website and Liu Feiyue's Livelihood Watch, the Deng Yujiao case, the Qian Yunhui incident, (118) the Li Zhuang case, the incident of the Three Fujian Netizens, the Wukan incident, the participation of independent candidates in the 2011 people's congress elections, Guiyang's Li Qinghong case, Gongmeng's push for the equal right to education, and the "New Citizens' Movement."
The main developer of Twitter, Jack Dorsey, once said: "One could change the world with one hundred and forty characters." In terms of China's political transformation, the situation is of course much more difficult and complex; it will take more than mouse clicks, and will require the much greater energy of offline collective action. In recent years, many public intellectuals and activists have given the optimistic prognosis that "the surrounding gaze is changing China." The Internet has already brought enormous transformation to the concepts and modes of dissemination of information, personal interaction, social mobilisation, and political movements. Against this background, the various online and offline activities of participants in China's rights defence movement are changing China. 
